
 

 

 
 

Frequently Asked Questions 
 

 

Q.1 What is SSU-CET? 
Sri Sri university – Common Entrance test is the entry level admissions test as 
one of the selection criteria for admissions to all the UG/PG programmes 
offered in SSU 
 
Q.2 What is the duration of SSU-CET? 
The total duration for all programmes is 120 minutes (i.e. 2 hours) except for 
programmes under faculty of Agriculture, where it is 150 minutes (i.e.2.5 
hours).  
 
Q.3 How many questions are there in SSU-CET? 
There will be a total of 100 questions except for programmes under faculty of 
Agriculture, where the total is 150 questions.  
 
Q.4 What is the exam pattern of SSU-CET? 
SSU-CET is a multiple-choice objective test with four options to choose from.  
 
Q.5 Is there negative marking in SSU-CET? 
No. There will be no negative marking in SSU-CET. 
 
Q.6 Where can I appear for SSU-CET? 
SSU-CET will be conducted at various locations Pan India. In case of any change 
of locations or any other decision, please check the Important Notification tab 
on the SSU-CET 2020 page.  
 
Q.7 Can I appear for SSU-CET before appearing for class 12th or graduation 
final examinations? 
Yes. Candidates who results of class 12th / graduation are awaited can still 
appear for the SSU-CET. However, the admissions will be provisional and 
confirmed upon receipt of the final scores. 
 
Q.8 Is SSU-CET the only qualifying criteria for Admissions in SSU? 
No. Selection is based on multiple parameters including academic scores in 
10th/12th/Graduation etc. and in some programmes, GDPI/Statement of 
purpose etc. 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Q.9 Is there any provision for offering scholarships? 
Yes. Scholarships are offered for meritorious as well as deserving students. 
More details can be found out on https://srisriuniversity.edu.in/wp-
content/uploads/2017/09/Scholarship-Policy-2020-21.pdf 
 
Q.10 For any clarification / Query, whom do I contact to? 
You can write to us at admissions@srisriuniversity.edu.in or WhatsApp us on 
789-44-24-562 
 
Q.11 How will I be intimated about my test results? 
You will be intimated through official email on your registered email ID. 
 
Q.12 Can I take the test without paying the application fee? 
No. You need to make the payment to appear for the test.  
 
Q.13 What is the application fee? 
Application fee for any UG/PG programme offered for 2020-21 is Rs.300/- only 
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